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A B S T R A C T 

The advantages of fast-spectrum reactors consist not only of an efficient use of fuel through the breeding 
of fissile material and the use of natural or depleted uranium, but also of the potential reduction of the 
amount of actinides such as americium and neptunium contained in the irradiated fuel. The first aspect 
means a guaranteed future nuclear fuel supply. The second fact is key for high-level radioactive waste 
management, because these elements are the main responsible for the radioactivity of the irradiated fuel 
in the long term. 

The present study aims to analyze the hypothetical deployment of a Gen-IV Sodium Fast Reactor (SFR) 
fleet in Spain. A nuclear fleet of fast reactors would enable a fuel cycle strategy different than the open 
cycle, currently adopted by most of the countries with nuclear power. A transition from the current 
Gen-II to Gen-IV fleet is envisaged through an intermediate deployment of Gen-III reactors. Fuel repro
cessing from the Gen-II and Gen-III Light Water Reactors (LWR) has been considered. In the so-called 
advanced fuel cycle, the reprocessed fuel used to produce energy will breed new fissile fuel and trans
mute minor actinides at the same time. 

A reference case scenario has been postulated and further sensitivity studies have been performed to 
analyze the impact of the different parameters on the required reactor fleet. The potential capability of 
Spain to supply the required fleet for the reference scenario using national resources has been verified. 

Finally, some consequences on irradiated final fuel inventory are assessed. Calculations are performed 
with the Monte Carlo transport-coupled depletion code SERPENT together with post-processing tools. 

1. Introduction 

The most famous definition of sustainability was included in the 
Brundtland report in 1987 [1]: "Sustainable development is devel
opment that meets the needs of the present without compromising 
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs". Another 
technical point of view about sustainability is the fact of no 
decreasing neither the environmental quality nor the individual 
one [2]. The human activities linked to sustainability are affected 
by three kinds of limitations: environmental, economic and social 
ones [3-5]. 

Many authors have classified the different energies in terms of 
sustainability [6] according to different parameters. They can be 
set into three: resources consumption, environmental impact and 
economical and technical availability. In case of nuclear energy, 
parameters such as no proliferation and nuclear safety should be 
also considered. 

Regarding nuclear fission, the use of the current technology 
(Generation I to III+) has disadvantages in terms of resources avail
ability for long term. An interesting option for Fuel Cycle is what is 
called "closed cycle" as it is the most sustainable option possible. 
Closed cycle means that the irradiated fuel, after being burnt and 
then cooled in the power plant spent fuel pool, is reprocessed as 
it still has around 0.6% Pu-239 and 0.7% U-235, which are the most 
common fissile materials. This Pu-239 is used together with U-238 
to make new fresh fuel, called MOX (Mixed Oxide) fuel, to be used 
again in power plants. Almost 94% of the irradiated fuel is U-238, 
which might be reused for fresh fuel too. The rest are fission prod
ucts (FP) and minor actinides (MA), which are the most radioactive 
components of the spent fuel. Those materials (FP and MA) are nor
mally vitrified to manage them in a much more stable solid form 
than their natural one. Those wastes have been considered to be 
stored in a geological deep repository, to avoid human and envi
ronmental contact for thousands of years. 

In terms of efficiency, the total primary energy (the natural ura
nium at the mine) estimated to be transformed into heat in the fis
sion process in a once-through cycle is 0.5%. The 85% of the 
potential energy is still stored in the natural uranium unused in 



the process of fuel fabrication and the other 14.5% is stored in the 
spent fuel [7]. In terms of mass, in light water reactors with once-
through cycles, only 3 kg of U-235 from each 1000 kg of natural 
uranium (99.3% U-238 and 0.7% U-235) are used for generating 
heat. In a closed cycle with reprocessing, the used resource is dou
bled to 1%. Therefore, there is a need of improvement in the fuel 
cycle as the major part of the resource is treated as a sub-product 
(depleted uranium) or as waste (spent fuel). 

The most advanced fuel cycle strategy nowadays is not only 
based on spent fuel reprocessing to make new MOX fuel, but also 
on separation and transmutation of minor actinides and fuel 
breeding. The MA transmutation is meant to reduce the radioactive 
inventory of the spent fuel, while fuel breeding consists on gener
ating fissile material (Pu-239) from non-fissile U-238. Actually fast 
reactors can produce more fuel than what they use in a cycle. The 
advanced fuel cycle strategy needs fast reactors as the sodium 
cooled one, which is the chosen system for the present analysis. 
The use of these reactors can wide the availability of resources 
for much more than 300 years, as they use very efficiently the fuel 
[8]. 

It is also important to underline the case of Thorium (Th-232) as 
a fuel for fast reactors. It can be transmuted into U-233, a fissile 
element that might be used in the actual thermal reactors. Thorium 
is a huge resource to be used, which is estimated to be 4.4 millions 
of tons among the known resources [9]. This resource can play an 
important role to make sure a long term development of nuclear 
energy, especially in countries like India [10]. 

Nuclear fission produces low C02 emissions, even taking into 
account all fuel cycle process (65 g C02/kW h), compared with 
other energies like thermal plants (600-1200 g C02/kWh), solar 
panels (90 g C02/kW h), and higher than wind or hydro power 
(30-65 g C02/kW h) [11-15]. 

In addition, a sustainable strategy for nuclear energy has to take 
into account the no proliferation and safety aspects [16,17]. In case 
of the no proliferation aspects, the fuel reprocessing process makes 
very difficult the Pu-239 isolation, as it is mixed with other iso
topes such as Pu-240 and Pu-241. One advantage of a closed fuel 
cycle with MOX fuel is the possibility of recycling the military Pu 
for energy production. Regarding safety, sodium fast reactors have 
inherent safety characteristics due to the physical properties of the 
materials and the type of system (for example, pool type avoids 
coolant losses). There is a long experience of commercial operation 
with these reactors and some of them have operated for more than 
35 years like Phenix, in France. However, they face some chal
lenges in the next years for the massive implementation of this 
technology. 

As a consequence of USA president Carter decision in 1977 [18], 
the United States stopped reprocessing in an attempt to limit the 
proliferation of nuclear weapons material. Since then spent fuel 
is stored intact in a repository, what is called once-through cycle. 

Spain, as other countries like Canada, Finland or Sweden, fol
lowed later on that decision [19]. Before that moment Spain was 
reprocessing its spent fuel in other countries like France or UK. 
After that strategic change, the spent fuel pools of the Spanish nu
clear plants slowly became full, as they were not designed to han
dle with the spent fuel of their operational life. Several actions 
were planned by the power plant owners such as re-racking the 
spent fuel pool or building an Individual Temporary Storage to 
store each plant's own wastes in shielded casks. All these expen
sive actions could have been avoided with a Centralized Temporary 
Storage (CTS). However the decision was delayed in the last years 
for political reasons till finally it was approved in December 2011. 
This storage will have enough room to cope with all the Spanish 
spent fuel and with the waste from reprocessing waiting in France 
to come back to Spain. Nevertheless, as its own name indicates, the 
CTS facility is a temporal solution for the high-level radioactivity 

wastes. Alternative technologies should be pursued to provide a 
definite solution to those wastes, and the reduction of the radioac
tive load of the wastes in fast reactors could be an interesting op
tion to be investigated. Indeed, one feasible option is the 
mentioned advanced closed cycle, since the existing reprocessing 
plants have demonstrated the correct operability of the irradiated 
waste treatment and the occidental countries respect the non-pro
liferation treaties. These two aspects are the main reason to sup
port the advanced fuel cycle in the study. 

In this paper, a hypothetical Spanish energy scenario with so
dium fast reactors is analyzed, testing if a fleet of nuclear fast reac
tors could solve any of the challenges that the nuclear industry is 
facing, such as nuclear waste management, security of supply 
and sustainability. 

In the first part of the paper, the Generation IV reactors charac
teristics are briefly summarized, as they represent a step up to the 
nowadays Generation II and III/III+ reactors. Later on, the Spanish 
energy scenario is presented, introducing some sensitivity studies. 
Finally the detailed results and conclusions of the study are pre
sented to show the influence in terms of energy production, re
sources availability and nuclear waste reduction. 

2. Reactor technology description - Sodium-cooled fast reactors 

The new nuclear power plant designs considered in Generation 
IV initiative pretend to overcome past and present design parame
ters in terms of sustainability, industrial competitiveness, safety 
and proliferation resistance. Additionally to power generation, 
these new designs will be used to generate industrial process heat 
and hydrogen production. 

Sodium fast reactors meets these goals clearly and have many 
years of operational experience. Actually, they are in operation 
nowadays in countries like Japan, China or Russia and in a very 
short term India [20-22]. 

The two main advantages of SFR in terms of sustainability were 
explained in the introduction: the possibility of minor actinides 
transmutation and the capacity of breeding fuel. The main disad
vantages are related with operational safety. Sodium could have 
a positive reactivity feedback in case of coolant voiding. This fact 
has a strong influence on the core design. Therefore many analyzes 
have been and are being done to get an optimal configuration de
sign that avoids power excursions [23,24]. On the other hand, so
dium is very reactive with water and air (oxygen), so the 
interfaces between those components must be reliable enough to 
avoid any contact in any case. Related with fuel fabrication, if 
transmutation of minor actinides is intended, difficulties in manu
facturing (U,Pu,MA1)02 should be overcome, since fuel loaded with 
MA is highly radioactive. 

2.1. SFR core design 

The SFR core design used in this analysis corresponds to the new 
optimized core of the CP-ESFR European Project, from the European 
Community's Seventh Framework Program [24]. The basic core, 
called CONF2, with 3600 MWth contains oxide fuel in two concen
trically regions, distributed in an inner and outer region. The outer 
region presents slightly higher plutonium enrichment in order to 
flatten the radial power shape at the end of the cycle. The active re
gion of the core has a flattened shape of about 4.7 m in diameter by 
1.0 m height. There exist five different types of sub-assemblies (SA), 
two fuel SA with a different isotopic enrichment, two control ele
ments with different boron carbide compositions and one radial 
reflector assembly. Above the fuel SA there is a sodium plenum 

1 MA: Minor Actinides (Americium, Neptunium and Curium). 



and an absorber layer, covered by an axial shielding. Within the fuel 
SA below the active region there is a short fertile blanket zone 
followed by a long fission gas plenum. The fertile blanket contains 
depleted uranium oxide (UOX) pellets. Above the fissile pellets 
there is another fission gas plenum. The larger sodium plenum, 
absorber layer and fertile blanket have been added to the original 
configuration of the CP-ESFR as a result of an optimization effort 
to reduce the sodium void effect [23]. 

Some other configurations derived from the CONF2 have been 
used for different purposes along this work. CONF2-HET2 consists 
of the same configuration as CONF2, i.e. with the same isotopics in 
inner fuel, outer fuel and lower fertile blanket, but with an addi
tional ring of SAs located in the place of the first reflector ring. That 
ring is filled with 20% MA in the (U,Pu,MA)02 matrix. This config
uration is employed in Section 5.5.5 as a consequence of its better 
breeding properties. The CONF2-HOM4 configuration, on the other 
hand, consists in the same geometrical configuration as CONF2, but 
with 4% MA homogeneously loaded in the driven fuel and fertile 
blanket. It was used in Section 5.3 to analyze the transmutation 
performances. 

A single batch approach for the whole irradiation period was as
sumed. In this approach, a cycle length of 2050 equivalent full 
power days (EFPD), divided into 5 cycles of 410 EFPD is considered, 
starting from fresh fuel, with no batch reloading. However, in real
ity a reload is envisaged each 410 EFPD. For this reason, the Pu pro
duction is estimated for each reloading cycle taking into account 
that 1/5 of the assemblies of the core are substituted by fresh fuel 
assemblies after each 410 days. 

3. Methodology and codes 

In this section the computational methodology used to obtain 
the isotope inventories at the different stages of the SFR commer
cial operation is presented. For the cores described in the previous 
section, burn-up and decay calculations have been performed 
using the Monte Carlo transport-coupled depletion code SERPENT 
[25]. SERPENT is a three-dimensional continuous-energy Monte 
Carlo reactor physics burn-up calculation code developed at the 
VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland since 2004. The code is 
specialized in lattice physics calculations. Neutron transport is 
based on a combination of conventional surface-to-surface ray-
tracing and the Woodcock delta-tracking method. SERPENT com
putes directly the effective delayed neutron parameters using a 
forward Monte Carlo method developed at NRG [26]. It is reported 
that compared to other coupled Monte Carlo calculation codes 
based on MCNP, the calculation time required by SERPENT to 
achieve a given statistical uncertainty has been reduced by a factor 
of 5-15. Burn-up depletion equations are solved by the advanced 
matrix exponential method CRAM [27,28], providing a robust and 
accurate solution with a very short computation time. 

As most of the Monte Carlo codes, SERPENT reads continuous-
energy cross sections from ACE format data libraries. In this work, 
ACE format cross section libraries based onJEFF-3.1.1 evaluated 
data files are used. In addition, some pre- and post-processing tools 
were developed in order to treat the data and obtain the results. 

4. Spanish scenario hypotheses 

2011 Spanish electricity consumption was 252.848 GWh, 
according to the Spanish nuclear industry forum [29]. Nevertheless 
the installed electrical power was 103.625 MW (this would corre
spond to 907.755 GW h working 365 days 24 h, or 28% average uti
lization factor). With the current energy mix, nuclear electricity 
power represents 7.5% of the total installed power and 19.5% of 

the total production. This last value is much lower than in the nine
ties, when around 30% of the power plants were nuclear. 

The historical electricity generation series is shown in Fig. 1 
[29]. The average annual rate was about 5.5% during the period 
1995-2007. Last 4 years were affected by the economic contraction 
and therefore tendencies present a different slope and even a de
crease during recession periods. 

For the study of the future energy scenario in Spain we link the 
evolution of electricity consumption to national economic activity. 
We assume that electricity demand is a kind of macroeconomic 
variable with pro-cyclical behavior. This means that it increases 
during expansions and decreases during contractions. Regarding 
timing, it is not exactly a coincident variable, but just a slightly 
leading variable that reaches a peak or trough before the turning 
points of the business cycle. The period of study in this work is 
so extensive (2050-2110) that the trend of both variables, electric
ity demand and Gross Domestic Product (GDP) can be taken as 
coincident. 

The relation between electricity consumption and economical 
activities is easy to understand in an industrial occidental econ
omy, where mostly all economical businesses require electricity 
to work (industrial activities, public and private services, tourism, 
transport, leisure time, communication and information technolo
gies). According to different international economical organisms 
such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the European 
Central Bank (ECB) the growth rate for next decades will get back 
to stable positive values. 

Since it is really complicated to predict the evolution of the na
tional economy in a period of 50 years, we propose in this study 
three different scenarios. For the period 2011-2020 contraction 
and expansions seem to be the trend, so we consider neither in
crease nor decrease of GDP in this period. Therefore the electricity 
demand remains constant. For 2020-2050 time period a positive 
1.5% annual growth rate is considered. And for the following 
60 years (2050-2110), we propose three possible tendencies, 
shown in Fig. 2: 

1. Moderate constant development (+0.5% annual growth rate). 
This option is very moderate and represents the case where 
important energy saving policy as well as electricity distribu
tion network improvement are applied. 

2. High development by periods (combined cycles of 2.5% annual 
growth rate for 10 years plus zero growth for next 2 years and 
repeatedly). This option seems to be the most realistic one. 
According to economic cycle theories in different countries, in 
every decade there is a small contraction of the economy. 
Sometimes it can be deeper and sometimes lighter, but in aver
age every decade undergoes a trend change. 

Fig. 1. Historical series of electricity production [29]. 
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Equivalence between Gen-II and Gen-III fleet. 

2010 2030 2050 2070 2090 2110 

Fig. 2. Power demand evolution according to the postulated trends. 

3. Medium constant development (+1.5% annual growth rate). 
This option represents the case of a stable expansion economy 
and this will be the upper limit of most probable electricity 
demand. 

4.1. Spanish nuclear park and natural resources 

The characteristics of the Spanish nuclear fleet are shown in Ta
ble 1 [29]. Currently there are 7 nuclear reactors in commercial 
operation. They have a total power of 7753 MW, and in 2011 their 
contribution was 7.5% of the total power installed in Spain. 

Initially the lifetime of the reactors was 40 years, but the license 
for operating is renewed every 10 years. According to last Spanish 
energy policy, further extension beyond 40 years are being studied 
for the future, following the procedures of other countries such as 
USA and Sweden where they extend the lifetime up to 60 years. 

According to ENRESA PGRRS (General Radioactive Waste Plan) 
[19] data, the total nuclear waste accumulated from the Spanish 
nuclear power plants is calculated to be 6675 ton in 2030, if 
40 years of operating life is assumed. Based on the possible lifetime 
extension, we consider that all current nuclear reactors will oper
ate up to 60 years. That assumption is important, not only for the 
necessity of meeting the demand, but also for knowing the amount 
of irradiated fuel and specifically the plutonium content that could 
be reused in the future as fuel for fast spectrum reactors. 

In addition to the lifetime extension and in order to give conti
nuity in the nuclear park, an intermediate deployment of Gen-III 
fleet has been considered. According to this hypothesis, the current 
nuclear reactors would be substituted by their equivalent Gen-III 
technology right after the shut down of the previous generation, 
as explained in Table 2. 
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In Spain there are uranium mines, closed for exploitation now
adays due to high economical costs compared to uranium price in 
international markets, but still natural resources that might be re
started someday. According to the Red Book Uranium 2009 [9], 
there is in Spain a total of 12,300 tons of natural uranium located 
in different regions such as Salamanca or Andalucía. 

5. Results and analyzes 

Along this section, the main results of the performed analysis 
are presented. They have been divided into three groups. The first 
part will deal with the electricity production issues, and some sen
sitivity analysis will be described. The second part will analyze the 
capacity of Spain to deploy a nuclear fleet of Gen-IV SFRs in terms 
of availability of national resources. Finally, some considerations 
regarding the transmutation capability of the proposed fleet will 
be addressed. 

5.1. Electricity production 

The first study focuses on the estimation of ESFR-like reactor 
fleet needed to supply electricity in a hypothetical reference case. 
As described in Section 4, a progressive evolution from Gen-II to 
Gen-IV has been considered through the deployment of Gen-III 
reactors, as shown in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 3 shows the target Gen-IV electricity production, which 
would cover circa 20% of the electricity share. The selected refer
ence scenario for the Gen-IV deployment assumes: 1.5% increasing 
rate for the electricity demand, 38% thermodynamic efficiency of 
the nuclear plant and 20% nuclear electricity share (this will be 
called case A5). 

The analyzed period goes from 2050 (when the technology is 
assumed to be mature enough to start to be implemented) to 
2110 (when the electricity demand is assumed to start to be 

Table 1 
Spanish nuclear fleet characteristics and hypothetical operational lives. 
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Fig. 3. Power covered by the different technologies of NPP. 



Table 3 
Description of considered energy scenarios. 

Name Increasing demand rate Thermal efficiency 

0.5 2.5a 1.5 38% 42% 

Nuclear share 

20% 25% 

Al 
A2 
A3 
A4 
A5 
A6 
A7 
A8 
A9 
A10 
All 
A12 

a Combined cycles of 2.5% annual growth rate for 10 years plus zero growth for 
next 2 years and repeatedly. 

2050 2060 2070 2080 2090 2100 2110 

Fig. 5. Estimated reactor fleet requirements for each postulated thermal efficiency. 

2050 2060 2070 2080 2090 2100 2110 

Fig. 4. Estimated reactor fleet requirements for each postulated electricity demand 
trends. 

constant and just the replacement would be considered). An oper
ational life of 60 years has been considered for the SFR reactors. 
Under those assumptions, a total of 17 reactors would be required 
to supply the nuclear energy demand until 2110, after which the 
first reactors should be replaced by new ones. The availability of 
resources will be taken into account in the following section. The 
considered scenarios are described in Table 3, as a combination 
of the most representative variables: electricity demand, thermal 
efficiency and nuclear share of production. 

Moreover, some sensitivity analyzes have been performed 
around the target variables, which are presented in the following 
sections. 

5.?.?. Electricity demand 
Based on the reference case assumptions (38% efficiency and 

20% nuclear share), three electricity demand scenarios were stud
ied, according to Section 4, with different demand increasing 
trends: 

2050 2060 2070 2080 2090 2100 2110 

Fig. 6. Estimated reactor fleet requirements for each postulated nuclear electricity 
share. 

A total amount of 9, 24 and 17 reactors, respectively, are esti
mated to be required for each of the postulated scenarios until 
2110. After that moment, the first reactors would need to be re
placed by new ones. Concluding, it can be inferred that the pro
posed electricity demand evolution has a strong impact on the 
number of reactors required, as it was expected. 

5.3.2. Thermal efficiency 
Based on the reference case (A5), different efficiencies for the 

conversion of thermal energy into electricity have been postulated: 
35%, 38% (A5) and 42% (All). 

The total estimated fleet for each of the postulated efficiencies 
presented is 19, 17 and 15, respectively (Fig. 5). It can be drawn 
that the efficiency impacts but not as much as the electricity de
mand scenario. Due to the improvement of thermodynamic effi
ciency, settled as one of the primary objectives of the Gen-IV 
reactors, an efficiency of 35%, as a conservative option, or even 
42%, as an optimistic one, could be achievable. 

• Moderate constant development (+0.5% annual growth rate) 
(Al). 

• High development by periods (combined cycles of 2.5% annual 
growth rate for 10 years plus zero growth for next 2 years and 
repeatedly) (A3). 

• Medium constant development (+1.5% annual growth rate) 
(A5). 

The estimated reactor fleet for each of them is presented in 
Fig. 4. 

5.3.3. Nuclear electricity production share 
Following the assumptions of the reference case, the sensitivity 

of the share has also been studied. Three different shares have been 
postulated: 20% (A5), 25% (A6) and 30%. For each of them, the re
quired fleet has been calculated as 17, 21 and 26, respectively, as 
shown in Fig. 6. 

Giving the importance of renewal energies in Spain, the energy 
mix is pursued to be as diverse as possible, and therefore, a nuclear 
share larger than 25% is not foreseen. Thus the two first values 
have been selected as the most representative ones. 



Table 4 
Total required fleet for each postulated scenario. 

Table 6 
Pu-239 (ton) available and start-up reactors. 
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A l l 

15 
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19 
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Fig. 7. Estimated reactor fleet required for each postulated scenario. 

In order to summarize the previous analysis, the most represen
tative scenarios have been gathered in Table 4, and the estimated 
reactor fleet for each of them is presented in Fig. 7. 

5.2. Resources 

Pu-239 available (ton) 
Whole life reactors 
Start up reactors 

40y 

49.29 
0.81 
4 

60y 

73.94 
1.21 
6 

60y + GUI (2050) 

82.03 
1.34 
7 

Table 7 
Description of postulated breeding scenarios. 

Name Core 

HET2 CONF2 

CI x 
C2 x 
C3 x 
C4 x 

Operational 

40y 60y 

X 

X 

X 

X 

life 

+ Gen-III 

Electricity scenario 

A3 A5 

X 

X 

X 

X 

- B3. U-238 obtained from both mining and enrichment wastes. 
- B4. U-238 obtained from mining, reprocessing and enrichment 

wastes. 

In addition, the extension of the Spanish nuclear power plants 
operational lives from 40 to 60 years has been considered, giving 
rise to two further scenarios: 

- B5. U-238 obtained from both mining and reprocessing (after 
60 years). 

- B6. U-238 obtained from mining, reprocessing (after 60 years) 
and enrichment wastes. 

The second approach consists on the study of the availability of 
the resources for each considered case. This study aims to analyze 
the capability of Spain to supply the fleet of SFRs calculated in the 
previous section with national resources. 

The limiting resources in this case, to be considered for the 
analysis, would be the uranium and plutonium resources. In partic
ular, regarding uranium the study focuses on U-238 being the main 
contributor to the fuel and the responsible of the production 
(breeding) of fissile matter (Pu-239) through the following 
reaction: 

U^ U 239 i>- Nplft PuS (1) 

As for plutonium, the Pu-239 isotope is the relevant one for 
being the fissile material responsible of the criticality at Beginning 
of Life (BOL). 

5.2.3. Uranium-238 
The aim of this section is to verify the availability of Spanish na

tional resources to supply the postulated fleet according to the ref
erence electricity scenario (A5).U-238 could be obtained from 
three main channels: mining, reprocessing and from waste of fuel 
enrichment process (depleted uranium). Thus, different combina
tions of these three sources were postulated: 

- Bl. U-238 obtained only from mining. 
- B2. U-238 obtained from both mining and reprocessing. 

No U-238 reprocessing for Gen-III fleet has been considered. 
However, it remains as an additional source in case of needed. 

First, the amount of U-238 required for a whole life of a nuclear 
ESFR-type reactor was estimated as circa 659 ton. No U-238 recy
cling from the SFR operating fleet was envisaged. Second, the total 
availability of U-238 following the different paths (B1-B6) was cal
culated (Table 5), and consequently, the maximum number of reac
tors able to be fed was estimated for each scenario. 

Therefore, comparing Tables 4 and 5, it is concluded that the 
Uranium-238 is not a limitation for most of the postulated combi
nations. In particular, for the reference scenario (A5), where 17 
reactors were required, no limitation is expected until 2110. In fact, 
there only exist a limitation when the U-238 can just be achievable 
from the mining (Bl) in combination to the most demanding sce
narios (A3, A4, A6, A9, A10, and A12), or in case of considering just 
mining and reprocessing without lifetime extension (B3) in combi
nation with the electricity scenario A4. 

5.2.2. Plutonium-239 
This section deals with the study of the availability of the fissile 

isotope employed in Fast Reactors, Pu-239. This isotope cannot be 
obtained from the nature, as uranium is, but only from spent fuel 
reprocessing. Thus, along these lines the amount of Pu-239 extract-
able from the spent fuel disposal coming from the Spanish nuclear 
power plants will be estimated. 

Table 5 
U-238 (ton) available and max. fleet according to each scenario (B1-B6). 

Bl B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 

U-238 available (ton) 12213.9 64380.4 18484.6 70651.1 21619.9 80057.2 
Max. fleet 18 97 28 107 32 121 
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Fig. 8. Estimated power produced for the A5 scenario. 2050 2060 2070 2080 2090 2100 2110 

Fig. 9. Estimated power produced for the A3 scenario. 

Three possibilities have been considered for the estimation of 
the Pu-239 requirements: 

• No lifetime extension of current fleet (Gen-II). 
• Lifetime extension to 60 years of current fleet (Gen-II). 
• Lifetime extension to 60 years of Gen-II and substitution by 

Gen-III (until 2050). 

Then, the amount of Pu-239 required for a whole life of a ESFR-
like reactor is estimated as around 61 tons. Comparing it with the 
total amount of Pu-239 available, it can be verified that there 
would be enough to feed maximum a single reactor whole life, in 
case of lifetime extension, as shown in Table 6. 

However, there is enough plutonium to feed a number of start
up cores, which can start producing plutonium, thanks to the 
breeding properties of this kind of reactors. Therefore, the number 
of start-up cores able to start operating with autonomy of 2050 
EFPD was estimated. A constant reprocessing strategy is consid
ered in order to obtain the required resources from the operating 
reactors. In this regard, the plutonium availability taking into ac
count the production and consumption is updated every year. 
The produced plutonium is assumed to come from both Gen-IV 
and Gen-III operating reactors, depending on the case, while the 
plutonium is assumed to be consumed only by the Gen-IV operat
ing reactors. For the reprocessing cycle an efficiency of 99.9% was 
considered, and the assumption of 5 years of spent fuel cooling fol
lowed by 1 year of reprocessing was employed. 

The final objective of the present analysis is to verify if there 
would be enough plutonium to generate the power demanded by 
the reference scenario (A5), by means of reprocessing the pluto
nium obtained by the operating reactors. Following this purpose, 
a burn-up calculation was performed using SERPENT for the CONF2 
and CONF2-HET models. The reloading was envisaged each 
410 days, but for the first cycle, no reprocessing is expected until 
the equilibrium cycle (2050 EFPD) is achieved. Both designs in
clude a fertile blanket aimed to produce plutonium. In addition, 
the CONF2-HET2 configuration was employed for its better breed
ing properties, thanks to the production of Pu-239 in the additional 
external ring. 

A total of four scenarios have been postulated including a com
bination of the following specifications as described in Table 7: 

• Core: HET2 core or CONF2. 
• Operational life: 40 years (Gen-II) or 60 years + GEN-III, where 

the available plutonium is updated after each Gen-III opera
tional year. 

• Electricity scenario: Reference (A5) or a more demanding elec
tricity scenario (A3). 

The prior objective is to verify the Pu-239 availability in order to 
achieve the electricity scenario demanded by Section 5.1. In partic
ular, to verify if the reference scenario (A5) is achievable with the 
hypotheses presented. 

Following this motivation, Figs. 8 and 9 show the estimated 
power production with the available Pu-239 according to the pos
tulated scenarios for the reference electricity scenario (A5) and for 
the more demanding one (A3), respectively. 

It is inferred from Fig. 8 that there would be enough Pu-239 to 
produce circa 20% of the electricity demand according to the refer
ence scenario A5, when the Pu-239 is reprocessed from the spent 
fuel of both Gen-II and Gen-III (C3). The HET2 core has proved to 
breed more plutonium, as expected. As the Gen-III NPPs start to 
shut down, the required fleet of Gen-IV increases to cover their 
share. As a consequence, for the cases CI and C2, from 2102 to 
2120 the nuclear share is lower than 20%. 

In case of the more demanding electricity scenario (A3), assum
ing reprocessing from both Gen-II (with lifetime extended to 
60 years) and Gen-III, there would be enough plutonium to gener
ate 20% of the electricity share. 

As a conclusion, there would be enough Pu-239 to contribute cir
ca the 20% to the electricity production in the reference scenario as 
long as reprocessing both Gen-II and Gen-III wastes is considered. 

5.3. Waste reduction by transmutation 

For MA transmutation assessment the HOM4 model was em
ployed where all fuel pellets in the ESFR reactor core contain 4% 
of MA homogeneously distributed (Section 2.1). The transmutation 
performances of the three designs described in Section 2.1 were 
previously compared in [30]. Moreover, for the purpose of the pres
ent analysis, a different approach was considered. Two different 
assumptions were compared: in one case the HOM4 fuel was 
burned during 2050EFPD, while in the second one the same fuel 
from the HOM4 design is left to decay in the temporal storage cen
tre instead. 

Depletion calculations performed with SERPENT code estimate 
the mass of MA that will be eliminated during the 2050 days of 
permanence in the reactor. Fig. 10 shows the comparison between 
the MA isotopes at Beginning of Life (BOL) and End of Life (EOL). 

Complementary, the decay heat of the two postulated cases 
were compared, when the same fuel is burned in the reactor and 
when it is left to decay instead. Fig. 11 shows the evolution of de
cay heat of those materials after around 60 years after disposal. The 
net reduction in terms of decay heat might be drawn from Fig. 11 
as well. The decay heat of the most characteristic elements is also 
represented, comparing the impact of being burned in the reactor. 
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Fig. 12. MA content in the wasted fuel. 

Fig. 11 shows that the contribution of Am-241 and Am-243 to 
the decay heat is significantly reduced in the reactor, as well as 
the one from Np-237. However, the contribution of Cm isotopes 
increases. 

The total decay heat from the MA in case of being burned in the 
reactor is lower than the corresponding to the temporal storage 
after 60 years of discharge, even though it is higher during the first 
period. The main minor actinides elements are also represented in 
case of going through the reactor (IN) or not (OUT). The main 
responsible of reducing the total MA decay heat is the Am, which 

is eliminated significantly in the reactor. On the other hand, 
although the Cm isotopes mass increases in the reactor, its activity 
is quickly reduced. 

Furthermore, the total nuclear waste accumulated from the 
Spanish nuclear power plants is calculated to be 6675 tons by 
2030, as mentioned in Section 4. It is assumed that the 0.1% are 
minor actinides, which means a 6675 kg of minor actinides (Am, 
Np, and Cm) following the usual proportion in spent fuel, Fig. 12. 

Using the previous data, it has been estimated that the 39% and 
43% of the initial Am and Np, respectively, will be consumed in each 
cycle. However, a small quantity of Cm will be created. Only one SFR 
is needed to operate with MA in the first cycle, later on some more 
cycles would be needed to transmute the generated MA. 

6. Conclusions 

An analysis of a Spanish energy scenario using one type of Gen-
IV reactor has been performed in terms of electricity production, 
availability of resources and wastes reduction. 

Three sensitivity studies to the required fleet of ESFR-like reac
tors have been done: different electricity demand scenarios, ther
mal to electrical conversion efficiencies and shares covered by 
nuclear electricity. It was confirmed that the most relevant factor 
is the electricity demand. 

To study deeply some parameters, a reference scenario has been 
fixed with the hypothesis of 1.5% of annual growth of the demand, 
38% of thermal efficiency and 20% of nuclear power. For this refer
ence scenario, the availability of the most representative resources, 
i.e. uranium (U-238) and plutonium (Pu-239), has been assessed. 

For uranium, it can be concluded that there is no limitation for 
the exploitation of the proposed fleet for the reference case sce
nario assuming different alternatives in the ways the uranium 
might be obtained. When the study is extended to further energy 
scenarios, a limitation appears in the most restrictive scenarios. 
In case of using only resources from national uranium mines, there 
would not be enough uranium to feed the required fleet for the 
most demanding energy scenarios. Nevertheless, if reprocessing 
is possible and the operational life is extended to 60 years, there 
would not be any limitation to feed the required fleet by any of 
the postulated scenarios. 

Regarding plutonium, it can be concluded that as the only way 
to obtain Pu is from the reprocessing of the spent fuel, there is not 
enough plutonium to feed the complete fleet. However, thanks to 
the breeding properties of the ESFR-like reactors, a strategy involv
ing the continuous reprocessing of plutonium has been proposed in 
order to obtain enough plutonium to feed reactors' cycles until the 
desired production level is achieved. The real power production 
capacity has been assessed for the reference scenario according 
to different parameters. It is concluded that for the CONF2 core it 
would be possible to achieve the reference case scenario energy 
demand, as far as the on-the-fly reprocessing from the 60-years-
of-operational-lifetime Gen-II and future Gen-III is considered. 

In addition to those studies, the capability of reducing the quan
tity and decay heat of the most radioactive isotopes presented in 
the spent fuel, i.e. the minor actinides, is assessed. The study con
cludes that the whole decay heat of the MA is reduced after 
60 years when fuel with MA is burned in the reactor, compared 
with the case when it is left to decay in a temporal storage centre. 
The main responsible of this result is the reduction of Am isotopes 
when the fuel is burned. 
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